


Curvaglide® – the new category in curved door design

In the 1950’s, a bay window was the height of luxury. In 
the 60’s, it was French windows, until bi-fold patio doors 
became a must-have in the new millennium. But today the 
epitome of luxury living is the sliding curved glass door.

Welcome to Curvaglide®. 

We have re-engineered sliding curved glass from the 
ground up to create an open view that is simply not  
possible with flat glass. Our new Curvaglide® system  
is bespoke built for the curved facades that are  
becoming ever more popular with architects,  
developers and homeowners.

Like no other system on the market, Curvaglide® doors 
range from a 2-door system through to much larger  
configurations, with up to 4 slideable doors and unlimited 
fixed panels. Curvaglide® doors also feature high- 
specification, energy-efficient glass, previously unavailable 
for curves, which significantly reduces heat transference.

• Almost limitless design options

• High-weather rating

• Thermally broken sections

• Multipoint locking mechanism

• 28mm high performance ‘soft coat’
   Low-E Double Glazing

• Toughened safety glass on both sides

Made to measure

All Curvaglide® doors are bespoke built with the curved 
glass and matched frames made to measure in-house, 
so you can be assured of a smooth movement and a  
‘hand in glove’ fit. Curvaglide’s® structural system has 
been designed and engineered to support physical  
stresses, remaining smooth, quiet and strong. Quite  
simply, Curvaglide® doors will complement, highlight  
and harmonise with the lines and features of your  
building design.

ABOUT



“The Curvaglide® doors look 
fantastic with 180-degree 
views of the sea.”



CASE STUDY: ECLIPSE HOUSE

Nestled in the West Sussex countryside, this spectacular new residence exudes a great sense  
of theatre with its dramatic curving shapes enhanced by the Curvaglide® curved sliding doors  
and balustrading supplied by Balconette.  
 
Named Eclipse for its slim curved shape, this striking two-storey property stands in over eight 
acres near the village of Slinfold, enjoying open panoramic views across its grounds.  
 
Maximising those views and bringing ample light to the accommodation on both floors are 14 
concave Curvaglide® patio doors, including an impressive six-panel door in the spacious upper 
ground floor kitchen/family room. Outside, more than 26 metres of curved balustrading follow  
the sweeping balcony overlooking a secluded sunken courtyard.



“The Curvaglide® range opens up completely new  
possibilities. Owners get to feel as if they are in the  
landscape, not just looking at it.”



Our broad experience in working with home-owners, architects and builders enables us to
provide expert advice and comprehensive technical support from conception to installation.

Curvaglide® curved sliding doors are created to your exact specifications. We offer 10
standard configurations, all available in thermally insulated aluminium sections, which can be
further customised to the exact sizes required on site. Curvaglide® doors are also available in
a full range of RAL colours and with optional self-cleaning glass to reduce the frequency of
cleaning.

We provide exceptional care and attention to detail in the design, manufacture and supply of
each Curvaglide® door, and you can be assured of our efficient and friendly customer service.

OPTIONS 

• W2 
2 doors sliding

• W2F 
1 doors fixed, 1 sliding

• W3F 
1 door fixed, 2 sliding

• W3-2F 
2 doors fixed, 1 sliding

• W4 
4 doors sliding

• W4-2F 
2 doors fixed, 2 sliding

• W6-2F 
2 doors fixed, 4 sliding

• W6-4F 
4 doors fixed, 2 sliding

• W8-4F 
4 doors fixed, 4 sliding

• W8-6F 
6 doors fixed, 2 sliding

TECHNICAL

W2



Super energy-efficient curved glass

Curvaglide® doors feature 28mm high-specification, energy-efficient, Low-E double glazing with 
toughened safety glass on both sides. Compared with a standard pane of glass, the curved  
double glazing units prevent at least half the heat loss through the glass itself. The Curvaglide® 
range also benefits from leading edge technology that enables the bending and toughening of 
high performance ‘soft coat’ Low-E glass, for the first time bringing energy efficiency levels for 
curved glass up to the current leading levels for flat glass.

The manufacture of curved glass is considerably more challenging than flat glass, particularly 
when bending and toughening high-performance Low-E glass. Curved glass has traditionally 
been supplied with the less efficient Low-E ‘hard coating’, but Curvaglide® doors incorporate 
‘soft coat’ Low-E double-glazing as standard across the range.

Curvaglide’s® Low-E ‘soft coat’ glass stands as a unique feature, pioneered for greater comfort 
and thermal efficiency. It delivers a centre pane U value of 1.0 W/m2K, a 50% improvement in U 
value compared to the best available ‘hard coat’ Low-E finishes.
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